The well-known Fredholm alternative theorem for compact linear operators is carried over to a class of noncompact, asymptotically linear mappings of monotone type of a real reflexive Banach space into its dual. An application to a nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem is given.
Introduction. Let X be a Banach space, X* its conjugate space, and let (w, u) denote the value of the functional wsX* at ueX. For C a compact linear operator of X into itself, C*:X*-+X* its adjoint operator, the following ("Fredholm alternative'") is well known:
(i) The dimensions of the nullspaces K{I-C) and K(I-C*) are finite and equal;
(ii) the equation (I-C)u=f is solvable for given feX if and only if feK(I-C*)-.
Here K(I-C*)-={ueX:(w, u)=0 for wgK(I-C*)}.
In the recent paper [5] Kacurovskil carries over this Fredholm theory to nonlinear equations of the form (I-D)u=f with D compact and asymptotically linear, and gives applications to integral equations of Hammerstein and Urysohn type as well as to ordinary differential equations. His result is in general however not applicable to nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems.
It is our purpose in the present note to prove an extension of Kacurovskifs result to the class of mappings of type (S) of a real reflexive Banach space A" into X*, which admits applications to boundary value problems. Mappings of type (S) have grown increasingly important in the study of elliptic equations and solvability criterions involving homotopy arguments (cf. [1] , [3] , [4] ). We use the symbols "-#•" and M-to denote strong and weak convergence, respectively. peter hess [May 
Definition.
A (nonlinear) mapping A:X-*X* is of type (S) provided un-^u in X and \im(Aun -Au, un-u)=0 imply that «"-*«.
The mapping A:X--X* is further said to be demicontinuous if it is continuous from the strong topology on X to the weak topology on X*, and bounded if it maps bounded sets onto bounded sets.
In §1 we investigate the class of bounded linear operators of type (S). We show Theorem 1. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and T a bounded linear mapping of X into X* of type (S). Then T is a Fredholm operator with index 0, i.e. the range R(T) is closed in X* and dim K(T) = dim K(T*) < oo. §2 embodies the proof of our main result, Theorem 2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach space and A: X-+X* a bounded demicontinuous mapping of type (5) . Suppose A admits the decomposition A = T+N, where T is a bounded linear operator of type (S) and N a mapping with lim||u;i-c0 ||m||_1||A/m|| =0. Suppose in addition that R(N)<=:K(T*)~. In order that the functional equation Au-f is solvable for a given feX* it is necessary and sufficient that feKf T*)-1-. §3 finally brings an application of Theorem 2 to a nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem.
Our considerations are essentially based on recent results by the author on nonlinear, asymptotically homogeneous and odd mappings of monotone type (cf. [3] , [4]).
1. We start our detailed discussion with the proof of Theorem 1. This is the content of the following three lemmas. Lemma 1. Let T be a bounded linear operator of type (S). Then its range R(T) is closed in X*.
Proof.
By a known result [2, Theorem VL6.5], it suffices to show that whenever C is a bounded closed subset of X, then the set T(C) is closed in X*. Let {«"} be a sequence in C with Tun-*w. As a consequence of the boundedness of {un} and the reflexivity of X, we may extract an infinite subsequence such that un-^u. Since \im(T(un-u), un -u)-0, property (5) implies that un->-u. It follows that Tun-*Tu = w and, since C is closed, that weT(C). Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. A bounded linear operator T of type (S) has finite-dimensional nullspace K(T).
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Proof.
Under the assumption that dim K(T)= + go, we construct an infinite sequence {«"} in K(T) with ||«"|| = 1 and (1) If. -"Jl = i for all n and m^n. We may pass to an infinite subsequence with un-^-u. Since 7«"=0 for all n, \im(T(un-u), un -u)=0. It follows from property (S) of the mapping T that {un} is strongly convergent, which is impossible because of (1). Q.E.D.
Since the space X is assumed to be reflexive, the linear operator T* adjoint to T can be considered as a mapping of X into X*. We observe that T is of type (S) if and only if T* is of type (S). For the proof of the next lemma we need the following result (cf. Remark. In the case that X= X* = H is a Hilbert space, Lemma 3 can be proved considerably simpler by observing that there exists an exponent r0 with the property that K{Tr)=K(TT») for r^r0. No reference to the Proposition is then needed. where the right side is an element of R(T). Set xk~(u*, u0) and suppose 2t=i xkv*=Tu for some ueX Since a, = (Tw, i^)«(w, 7'*j;>)=0 for l^y'_n, it follows that and hencef-Tu0-Nu0=f-Au0=0.
Q.E.D. 
